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Abstract

A typical end-to-end task-oriented dialog sys-001
tem transfers context into dialog state, and002
upon which generates a response, which usu-003
ally faces the problem of error propagation004
from both previously generated inaccurate di-005
alog states and responses, especially in low-006
resource scenarios. To alleviate these is-007
sues, we propose BORT, a back and denoising008
reconstruction approach for end-to-end task-009
oriented dialog system. To improve the ac-010
curacy of dialog state that is essential for the011
task completion of dialog system, back re-012
construction is used to reconstruct the origi-013
nal input context from the generated dialogue014
state since the inaccurate dialog state cannot015
recover its corresponding input context. To016
enhance the antinoise capability of the model,017
denosing reconstruction is used to reconstruct018
the corrupted dialog state and response. Ex-019
tensive experiments conducted on MultiWOZ020
2.0 and CamRest676 show the effectiveness of021
BORT which achieves state-of-the-art perfor-022
mance. Furthermore, BORT demonstrates its023
advanced capabilities in zero-shot domain sce-024
narios and in low-resource scenarios.025

1 Introduction026

Recently, task-oriented dialog system, which aims027

to assist users to complete some booking tasks,028

has attracted great interest in the research commu-029

nity and the industry (Zhang et al., 2020c). Task-030

oriented dialog system has been usually established031

via a pipeline system, including several modules032

such as natural language understanding, dialog033

state tracking, dialog policy and natural language034

generation. The natural language understanding035

module converts user utterance into the structured036

semantic representation. The dialog state, which037

is generated by the dialog state tracking module,038

is used to query database to achieve the number039

of matched entities. The natural language genera-040

tion module converts action state estimated by the041

dialog policy module to the natural language re- 042

sponse. This modular system structure is highly 043

interpretable and easy to implement, which is used 044

in most practical task-oriented dialogue systems in 045

the industry. However, it costs amounts of labeled 046

dialog data such as dialog state and action state 047

to train every module. Moreover, errors between 048

modules would be accumulated, which affects the 049

performance of the dialog system. Therefore, many 050

researchers focus on end-to-end task-oriented dia- 051

log system to train an overall mapping from user 052

natural language input to system natural language 053

output (Lei et al., 2018; Zhang et al., 2020b). More 054

recently, the pre-trained language model has been 055

introduced to improve the performance of end- 056

to-end task-oriented dialog system (Hosseini-Asl 057

et al., 2020; Lin et al., 2020; Yang et al., 2021). 058

However, the end-to-end task-oriented dialog 059

system usually faces the problem of error propaga- 060

tion from both previously generated inaccurate dia- 061

log states and responses, especially in low-resource 062

scenarios. Firstly, the generated dialog state, which 063

is crucial for the task completion of task-oriented 064

dialog system, has been always inaccurate across 065

the training of the end-to-end task-oriented dialog 066

system. Secondly, the generated previous dialog 067

state and response are encoded to generate current 068

dialog state and response during inference while 069

the oracle previous dialog state and response are en- 070

coded during training. There exists discrepancy be- 071

tween training and inference, affecting the quality 072

of generated system responses. To alleviate these 073

issues, we propose BORT, a back and denoising re- 074

construction approach for end-to-end task-oriented 075

dialog system. To improve dialog state learning 076

ability, back reconstruction is used to reconstruct 077

the generated dialog state back to the original input 078

context to ensure the information in the input side 079

is completely transformed to the output side. To en- 080

hance the antinoise capability of the task-oriented 081

dialog system, denosing reconstruction is used to 082
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reconstruct the corrupted dialog state and response083

to guarantee that the system needs to learn enough084

internal information of the dialog context to be able085

to recover the original version. This further bridges086

the gap between training and inference for task-087

oriented dialog system. In addition, the generated088

system response is usually delexicalized to reduce089

the effect of different slot values on evaluation.090

However, there exists inconsistency between the091

lexicalized user utterance and delexicalized system092

response, which adds extra burden for the system093

to generate delexicalized system response. To al-094

leviate this issue, we first introduce delexicalized095

user utterance to improve the quality of system re-096

sponse. Experimental results on MultiWOZ 2.0097

and CamRest676 show our proposed BORT sub-098

stantially outperforms baseline systems, achieving099

state-of-the-art performance. This paper primarily100

makes the following contributions:101

• We propose two effective reconstruction102

strategies, i.e., back and denoising reconstruc-103

tion strategies to improve the performance of104

end-to-end task-oriented dialog systems.105

• User utterance delexicalization strategy is first106

introduced to improve task completion.107

• BORT achieves state-of-the-art performance108

on MultiWOZ 2.0 and CamRest676. It also109

achieves promising performance in zero-shot110

domain scenarios and alleviates poor perfor-111

mance in low-resource scenarios.112

2 Task-Oriented Dialog Framework113

As illustrated in Figure 1(a), we construct an114

encoder-decoder framework for an end-to-end task-115

oriented dialog system via dialog state tracking and116

response generation task. There are one shared117

encoder that encodes dialog context and two differ-118

ent decoders that decode dialog state and system119

response, respectively. The objective function Lall120

of the entire training process is optimized as:121

Lall = LB + LR, (1)122

where LB is the objective function for dialog state123

tracking, and LR is the objective function for re-124

sponse generation.125

2.1 Dialog State Tracking126

Motivated by Lin et al. (2020), we model the Lev-127

enshtein dialog state, which means the difference128

between the current dialog state and the previous 129

dialog state, for dialog state tracking task to gener- 130

ate minimal dialog state and reduce the inference 131

latency. The Levenshtein dialog state ∆Bt of dia- 132

log turn t, is generated based on the previous dia- 133

log state Bt−1, the previous system response Rt−1, 134

and the current user utterance Ut via the encoder- 135

decoder framework: 136

Heb = encoder(Bt−1, Rt−1, Ut), (2) 137

138
∆Bt = decoderb(Heb), (3) 139

where Heb denotes the hidden representation of 140

the encoder for dialog state tracking. Therefore, 141

the dialog state tracking objective function can be 142

optimized by minimizing: 143

LB =

N∑
i=1

ni∑
t=1

−logP (∆Bt|Bt−1, Rt−1, Ut), (4) 144

where N denotes the number of dialog sessions, ni 145

denotes the number of dialog turns in the dialog 146

session i. 147

For inference, a predefined function Ω(·) is used 148

to generate the dialog state Bt as 149

Bt = Ω(∆Bt, Bt−1). (5) 150

The predefined function could delete the slot-value 151

pair in Bt−1 when the NULL symbol appears in the 152

∆Bt, and it updates the Bt−1 when new slot-value 153

pair or new value for one slot appears in the ∆Bt. 154

Refer to Lin et al. (2020) for more details. The 155

generated dialog state Bt is used to query the corre- 156

sponding database. The database state embedding 157

DBt represents the number of matched entities and 158

whether the booking is available or not. The em- 159

bedding DBt is used as the start token embedding 160

of the response decoder for response generation. 161

2.2 Response Generation 162

The response Rt of dialog turn t is generated based 163

on the previous system response Rt−1, the current 164

user utterance Ut, the current dialog state Bt, and 165

the database state embedding DBt, which is for- 166

mulated as: 167

Her = encoder(Rt−1, Ut, Bt), (6) 168

169
Rt = decoderr(Her, DBt), (7) 170

where Her denotes the hidden representation of 171

the encoder for response generation. Therefore, 172
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𝑩𝒕𝑫𝑩𝒕

𝑹𝒕

𝚫𝑩𝒕

sure . when would you like to leave 
[taxi_departure] ? <eos_r>

alright , i have a [taxi_type] picking 
you up , the contact number for the 
taxi is [taxi_phone].

taxi_destination=stevenage train station 
taxi_departure=gourmet burger kitchen 
taxi_arriveby=02:15

taxi_arriveby=02:15

Query
𝑹𝒕−𝟏

𝑼𝒕

𝑩𝒕

it does n't matter as long as i
arrive by [taxi_arriveby] . <eos_u>

taxi_destination=stevenage train station
taxi_departure=gourmet burger kitchen

taxi_arriveby=02:15 <eos_b>

Shared
Encoder

Response 
Decoder

Dialog State
Decoder

Database

𝑩𝒕−𝟏

𝑹𝒕−𝟏

𝑼𝒕

taxi_destination=stevenage train station 
taxi_departure=gourmet burger kitchen <eos_b>

sure . when would you like to 
leave the burger kitchen ? <eos_r>

it does n't matter as long as i
arrive by 02:15 .<eos_u>

(a) Base architecture of end-to-end task-oriented dialog system.
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sure . when would you like to 
leave the burger kitchen ? <eos_r>

it does n't matter as long as i
arrive by 02:15 .<eos_u>

(b) Architecture of back reconstruction.
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sure . <mask> would you like to 
leave [taxi_departure] ?<eos_r>  ……

taxi_destination=stevenage train
station <eos_b>

sure . when would you like to 
leave [taxi_departure] ? <eos_r> 
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(c) Architecture of denoising reconstruction.

Figure 1: Illustration of task-oriented dialog system training process. We take turn t of a dialog session as an
example.

the response generation objective function can be173

optimized by minimizing:174

LR =

N∑
i=1

ni∑
t=1

−logP (Rt|Rt−1, Ut, Bt, DBt). (8)175

3 Methodology176

In this section, we propose two reconstruction177

strategies, i.e., back reconstruction and denoising178

reconstruction, respectively. In addition, we intro-179

duce user utterance delexicalization.180

Generally, during task-oriented dialog training,181

objective functions LBR and LDR are added to182

enhance model learning ability. The general objec-183

tive function of task-oriented dialog system can be184

reformulated as follows:185

Lall = LB + LR + λ1LBR + λ2LDR, (9)186

where LBR and LDR denote the objective func-187

tions for back reconstruction and denoising recon-188

struction. λ1 and λ2 are hyper-parameters that ad-189

just the weight of the objective functions.190

3.1 Back Reconstruction 191

Dialog state is essential for the task completion 192

of task-oriented dialog system. To mitigate the 193

generation of inaccurate dialog state, we propose 194

back reconstruction strategy including encoder- 195

reconstructor and encoder-decoder-reconstructor 196

modules, as illustrated in Figure 1(b). For the 197

encoder-reconstructor module, the dialog context 198

C(t) = (Bt−1, Rt−1, Ut) could be reconstructed 199

to enhance encoder information representation 200

by the encoder hidden representation Heb. For 201

the encoder-decoder-reconstructor module, the de- 202

coder hidden representation Hdb could be used to 203

reconstruct the dialog context C(t) in order to en- 204

courage the dialog state decoder to achieve com- 205

plete information of dialog context. 206

Therefore, the dialog state would be recon- 207

structed back to the source input and the corre- 208

sponding reconstruction score would be calculated 209

to measure the adequacy of the dialog state. The 210

objective function LBR for the back reconstruction 211
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is optimized by minimizing:212

LBR = LBR−e + LBR−d

=

N∑
i=1

ni∑
t=1

−logP (C(t)|Heb)

+

N∑
i=1

ni∑
t=1

−logP ((C(t)|Hdb),

(10)213

where LBR−e and LBR−d denote the objective214

functions for encoder-reconstructor and encoder-215

decoder-reconstructor, respectively.216

3.2 Denoising Reconstruction217

To bridge the gap between training and inference218

for task-orient dialog system, we propose denoising219

reconstruction for dialog modeling, as illustrated in220

Figure 1(c). Motivated by denoising auto-encoder221

strategy that maps a corrupted input back to the222

original version (Vincent et al., 2010), we intro-223

duce noise in the form of random token deleting224

and masking in the source input to improve the dia-225

log model learning ability. Specifically, we delete226

or mask every token in the previous dialog state and227

system response with a probability α. More con-228

cretely, we propose two denoising reconstruction229

modules, i.e., dialog state denoising and response230

denoising modules.231

For dialog state denoising module, we recon-232

struct the new Levenshtein dialog state, which233

means the corrupted part of dialog state rather234

than the complete dialog state, compared with235

the original denoising auto-encoder. The Leven-236

shtein dialog state ∆B′t−1 of dialog turn t, is gen-237

erated based on the noisy dialog context NB(t) =238

(N(Bt−1), Rt−1, Ut). N(Bt−1) is the previous239

corrupted dialog state. For example, the Lev-240

enshtein dialog state ‘taxi_destination=stevenage241

train station’ is reconstructed from the corrupted242

dialog state where ‘taxi_destination’ is masked243

and ‘train’ is deleted, as shown in Figure 1(c).244

For response denoising module, the previous sys-245

tem response Rt−1 of dialog turn t is recon-246

structed based on the noisy dialog contextNR(t) =247

(N(Rt−1), Ut, Bt, DBt−1). N(Rt−1) is the previ-248

ous noisy system response. Therefore, the objective249

function LDR for the denoising reconstruction is250

optimized by minimizing:251

LDR = LDR−d + LDR−r

=

N∑
i=1

ni∑
t=1

−logP (∆B′t−1|NB(t))

+

N∑
i=1

ni∑
t=1

−logP (Rt−1|NR(t)),

(11)252

where LDR−b denotes the objective function for 253

dialog state denoising module; LDR−r denotes the 254

objective function for response denoising module. 255

3.3 User Utterance Delexicalization 256

Existing researches on task-oriented dialog sys- 257

tem (Zhang et al., 2020b; Lin et al., 2020; Yang 258

et al., 2021) usually perform system response delex- 259

icalization to reduce the influence of different slot 260

values on evaluation. However, to track the dialog 261

state, the user utterances are usually lexicalized. 262

There exists inconsistency between the lexicalized 263

user utterance and delexicalized system response, 264

which adds extra burden for the system to generate 265

delexicalized system response. To alleviate this is- 266

sue, we first introduce delexicalized user utterances 267

for response generation while lexicalized user ut- 268

terances are still used for dialog state tracking. For 269

example, ‘02:15’ is converted into delexicalized 270

form ‘[taxi_arriveby]’ for response generation, as 271

shown in Figure 1(a). Different forms of user utter- 272

ances take better training of both tasks into account, 273

ultimately improving task completion. 274

4 Experiments 275

4.1 Datasets and Evaluation Metrics 276

To establish our proposed end-to-end task-oriented 277

dialog system, we consider two task-oriented dia- 278

log datasets, MultiWOZ 2.0 (Budzianowski et al., 279

2018) and CamRest676 (Wen et al., 2017). 280

MultiWOZ 2.0 is a large-scale human-to-human 281

multi-domain task-oriented dialog dataset. The 282

dataset consists of seven domains including attrac- 283

tion, hospital, police, hotel, restaurant, taxi and 284

train. It contains 8438, 1000, and 1000 dialog ses- 285

sions for training, validation, and testing dataset, 286

respectively. Each dialog session covers 1 to 3 do- 287

mains, and multiple different domains might be 288

mentioned in a single dialog turn. Particularly, 289

there are no hospital and police domain in the 290

validation and testing dataset. To make our ex- 291

periments comparable with previous work (Zhang 292

et al., 2020b; Lin et al., 2020; Yang et al., 2021), 293

we use the pre-processing script released by Zhang 294

et al. (2020b) and follow the automatic evalua- 295

tion metrics to evaluate the response quality for 296

the task-oriented dialog system. Inform rate mea- 297

sures if a dialog system has provided a correct en- 298

tity; Success rate measures if a dialog system has 299

provided a correct entity and answered all the re- 300

quested information; BLEU score (Papineni et al., 301
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2002) measures the fluency of the generated re-302

sponse; the combined score, which is computed303

by (Inform + Success) × 0.5 + BLEU , mea-304

sures the overall quality of the dialog system. The305

evaluation of dialog state tracking is provided in306

the Appendix A.4. We use the joint goal accuracy307

to measure the accuracy of generated dialog states.308

CamRest676 is a small-scale restaurant-domain309

dataset. It contains 408, 136, 132 dialog sessions310

for training, validation, and testing dataset, respec-311

tively. To make our experiments comparable with312

previous work (Lei et al., 2018; Wu et al., 2021),313

we use the same delexicalization strategy and use314

BLEU score and Success F1 to evaluate the re-315

sponse quality for the task-oriented dialog system.316

The success rate measures if the system answered317

all the requested information to evaluate recall318

while Success F1 balances recall and precision.319

4.2 Settings320

In the training process for the task-oriented di-321

alog system, we select two backbone models322

(MinTL and DAMD) to establish our proposed323

BORT. For MinTL backbone, we use pre-trained324

T5-small (Raffel et al., 2020) to initialize the dia-325

log system, based on HuggingFace Transformers326

library (Wolf et al., 2020). There are 6 layers for327

the encoder and the decoder. For DAMD backbone,328

we use one layer bi-directional GRU for the en-329

coder and the decoder. For our proposed BORT,330

the hyper-parameter λ1 is set to 0.05 and the hyper-331

parameter λ2 is set to 0.03. For the denoising recon-332

struction strategy, the noise probability α is 0.15.333

Training early stops when no improvement on the334

combined score of the validation set for 5 epochs.335

One P40 GPU is used to train all task-oriented di-336

alog systems. The more detailed training settings337

and hyper-parameter analysis is provided in the338

Appendix A.1 and A.2.339

4.3 Baselines340

Compared with other previous work, our proposed341

BORT is evaluated in two context-to-response set-342

tings: end-to-end modeling to generate dialog state343

and system response, and policy optimization to344

generate system response based on ground truth345

dialog state.346

Sequicity (Lei et al., 2018) and DAMD (Zhang347

et al., 2020b) are RNN-based end-to-end task-348

oriented dialog systems with copy mechanism. De-349

coder based pre-trained model GPT-2 (Radford350

et al., 2019) is used in SimpleTOD (Hosseini-Asl351

et al., 2020), SOLOIST (Peng et al., 2020), and 352

UBAR (Yang et al., 2021). Encoder-decoder based 353

pre-trained model T5 (Raffel et al., 2020) and 354

BART (Lewis et al., 2020) is used in MinTL (Lin 355

et al., 2020). Reinforcement learning is used in 356

LAVA (Lubis et al., 2020) and SUMBT+LaRL (Lee 357

et al., 2020). Especially, SUMBT+LaRL merges 358

a dialog state tracking model SUMBT (Lee et al., 359

2019) and a dialog policy model LaRL (Zhao et al., 360

2019) and fine-tune them via reinforcement learn- 361

ing, achieving the state-of-the-art performance. 362

HDSA (Chen et al., 2019), ARDM (Wu et al., 363

2021), HDNO (Wang et al., 2021) are some ad- 364

ditional policy optimization models. 365

4.4 Main Results 366

Table 1 presents the detailed inform rates, success 367

rates, BLEU scores, and combined scores of end-to- 368

end and policy optimization dialog models on the 369

MultiWOZ 2.0. Our observations are as follows: 370

For the end-to-end setting, our proposed BORT 371

significantly outperforms MinTL that used the 372

same pre-trained T5-small model by 12.8 combined 373

scores. BORT performs better than DAMD without 374

pre-trained model, achieving the improvement of 375

15.0 combined scores. Moreover, BORT outper- 376

forms the previous state-of-the-art SUMBT+LaRL 377

by 1.6 combined scores, achieving the best perfor- 378

mance in terms of inform rate, success rate and 379

combined score. This demonstrates the effective- 380

ness of our proposed BORT. 381

For the policy optimization setting, the ground 382

truth dialog state is used to query the database enti- 383

ties and generate system response. Our proposed 384

BORT achieves performance comparable to the 385

state-of-the-art LAVA in terms of inform rate. In ad- 386

dtion, compared with previous policy optimization 387

methods, BORT achieves the state-of-the-art per- 388

formance in terms of combined score even though 389

BORT has not modeled action learning. 390

Compared with previous works, BORT achieved 391

much more significant improvement in the end-to- 392

end setting rather than policy optimization setting 393

because our proposed reconstruction strategies pay 394

more attention to improving the quality of dialogue 395

state while the golden dialogue state is used in the 396

policy optimization setting. 397

The detailed Success F1 and BLEU scores on 398

the CamRest676 are presented in Table 2. Our 399

proposed BORT outperforms the previous state- 400

of-the-art SOLOIST by 4.8 Success F1, achieving 401
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Model Pre-trained Dialog State Inform Success BLEU Combined

End-to-End models
DAMD (Zhang et al., 2020b) n/a generated 76.3 60.4 16.6 85.0
SimpleTOD (Hosseini-Asl et al., 2020) DistilGPT2 generated 84.4 70.1 15.0 92.3
MinTL-T5-small (Lin et al., 2020) T5-small generated 80.0 72.7 19.1 95.5
SOLOIST (Peng et al., 2020) GPT-2 generated 85.5 72.9 16.5 95.7
MinTL-BART (Lin et al., 2020) BART-large generated 84.9 74.9 17.9 97.8
LAVA (Lubis et al., 2020) n/a generated 91.8 81.8 12.0 98.8
UBAR∗ (Yang et al., 2021) DistilGPT2 generated 91.5 77.4 17.0 101.5
SUMBT+LaRL (Lee et al., 2020) BERT-base generated 92.2 85.4 17.9 106.7
BORT(DAMD) n/a generated 87.3 75.8 18.4 100.0
BORT(MinTL) T5-small generated 93.8 85.8 18.5 108.3

Policy Optimization models
LaRL (Zhao et al., 2019) n/a oracle 82.8 79.2 12.8 93.8
SimpleTOD (Hosseini-Asl et al., 2020) DistilGPT2 oracle 88.9 67.1 16.9 94.9
HDSA (Chen et al., 2019) BERT-base oracle 82.9 68.9 23.6 99.5
ARDM (Wu et al., 2021) GPT-2 oracle 87.4 72.8 20.6 100.7
DAMD (Zhang et al., 2020b) n/a oracle 89.2 77.9 18.6 102.2
SOLOIST (Peng et al., 2020) GPT-2 oracle 89.6 79.3 18.0 102.5
UBAR (Yang et al., 2021) DistilGPT2 oracle 94.0 83.6 17.2 106.0
LAVA (Lubis et al., 2020) n/a oracle 97.5 94.8 12.1 108.3
HDNO (Wang et al., 2021) n/a oracle 96.4 84.7 18.9 109.5
BORT(DAMD) n/a oracle 89.6 80.5 19.1 104.2
BORT(MinTL) T5-small oracle 96.1 88.8 19.0 111.5

Table 1: Comparison of end-to-end and policy optimization models evaluated on MultiWOZ 2.0. Generated/oracle
denotes either using generated or ground truth dialog state for the response generation. ∗ denotes the re-evaluated
result by the author-released model, since the result repoted in this original paper (Yang et al., 2021) was evaluated
using the ground truth dialog state instead of generated dialog state to query the database entities.

the best performance in terms of Success F1. This402

demonstrates the generalization capability of our403

proposed BORT.

Model Success F1 BLEU

Sequicity (Lei et al., 2018) 85.4 25.3
ARDM (Wu et al., 2021) 86.2 25.4
SOLOIST (Peng et al., 2020) 87.1 25.5
BORT(MinTL) 91.9 25.0

Table 2: Comparison of end-to-end task-oriented dia-
log systems on CamRest676.

404

4.5 Further Evaluation Analysis405

Nekvinda and Dušek (2021) identified inconsisten-406

cies between previous task-oriented dialog works407

in data preprocessing and evaluation metrics and408

introduced a standalone standardized evaluation409

script. BLEU score is computed with references,410

which have been obtained from the delexicalized411

MultiWOZ 2.2 span annotations.412

In order to get a more complete picture of the413

effectiveness of reconstruction strategies, we also414

use this evaluation script to evaluate our proposed415

BORT, which is trained on MultiWOZ 2.0. As416

shown in Table 3, BORT also substantially out-417

Model Inform Success BLEU Combined

DAMD (Zhang et al., 2020b) 57.9 47.6 16.4 69.2
LABES (Zhang et al., 2020a) 68.5 58.1 18.9 82.2
AuGPT (Kulhánek et al., 2021) 76.6 60.5 16.8 85.4
MinTL-T5-small (Lin et al., 2020) 73.7 65.4 19.4 89.0
SOLOIST (Peng et al., 2020) 82.3 72.4 13.6 91.0
DoTS (Jeon and Lee, 2021) 80.4 68.7 16.8 91.4
UBAR (Yang et al., 2021) 83.4 70.3 17.6 94.5
BORT(MinTL) 85.5 77.4 17.9 99.4

Table 3: Comparison of end-to-end task-oriented
dialog system evaluated on the standardized set-
ting (Nekvinda and Dušek, 2021).

performs the previous state-of-the-art UBAR by a 418

large margin (4.9 combined scores), achieving the 419

best performance in terms of inform rate, success 420

rate and combined score. This further demonstrates 421

the effectiveness of our proposed BORT. 422

4.6 Ablation Study 423

We empirically investigated the performance of the 424

different component of BORT as shown in Table 4. 425

Our introduced user utterance delexicalization strat- 426

egy gains 1.9 combined scores, indicating the effec- 427

tiveness of user utterance delexicalization strategy. 428

Regarding the two proposed reconstruction strate- 429

gies, back reconstruction performs slightly better 430
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than denosing reconstruction by 1 combined score.431

Moreover, the combination of both reconstruction432

strategies can complement each other to further im-433

prove the performance of the dialog system. The434

detail analysis on different modules of every recon-435

struction strategy are provided in the Appendix A.3.436

Model Inform Success BLEU Combined

BORT(MinTL) 93.8 85.8 18.5 108.3
w/o DR 92.9 84.0 18.8 107.3
w/o BR 92.0 84.4 18.1 106.3
w/o BR & DR 90.4 81.4 17.8 103.7
w/o BR & DR& UD 89.0 78.8 17.9 101.8

Table 4: The performance of the different compo-
nent of our proposed BORT. BR denotes back recon-
struction strategy, DR denotes denoising reconstruction
strategy, UD denotes user utterance delexicalization.

437

4.7 Case Study and Human Evaluation438

.
please see what you can find out 
about jesus college

.attraction_name=jesus college

.

it is a [attraction_type] in the [attraction_area] , 
address [attraction_address] . postcode is 
[attraction_postcode] and it has [attraction_price] .

User

……

Golden Dialog State

Golden Response

MinTL Dialog State

MinTL Response

.attraction_type=college

.

there are [attraction_choice] 
[attraction_type] in the [attraction_area] . 
do you have a preference for area ?

.attraction_name=jesus college

.

[attraction_name] is located in the 
[attraction_area] . it is [attraction_price] to get 
in . their phone number is [attraction_phone] .

BORT Dialog State

BORT Response

Figure 2: An example of the task-oriented dialog sys-
tems in dialog session PMUL4025.

Moreover, we analyze translation examples and439

conduct human evaluation to further analyze the440

effectiveness of BORT. Figure 2 shows an exam-441

ple generated by MinTL and BORT, respectively.442

More examples are provided in the Appendix A.5.443

MinTL generates the response to request for the444

preferred area about college since it generated inac-445

curate dialog state ‘attraction_type=college’ rather446

than correct dialog state ‘attraction_name=jesus447

college’. In contrast, BORT generates accurate dia-448

log state, achieving the appropriate response that449

provides the information of jesus college. These450

further demonstrate the effectiveness of our pro-451

posed reconstruction strategies.452

For human evaluation, we manually evaluate the453

quality of generated responses on 50 dialog ses-454

sions, which are randomly extracted from Multi-455

WOZ 2.0 testing set. We consider the fluency and456

appropriateness of the generated response, based 457

on scores ranging from 1 to 5. The fluency metrics 458

measures whether the generated response is fluent. 459

The appropriateness metrics measures whether the 460

generated response is appropriate and the system 461

understand the user’s goal. Three fluent English 462

speakers are asked to evaluate these generated re- 463

sponses. The average scores evaluated by them is 464

shown in Table 5. The results are consistent with 465

the automatic evaluation, indicating that BORT 466

could improve the quality of generated response.

Model Fluency Appropriateness

MinTL-T5-small 4.50 3.88
UBAR 4.50 3.81
BORT(MinTL) 4.55 3.98

Table 5: The human evaluation of the end-to-end task-
oriented dialog systems on MultiWOZ 2.0.

467

4.8 Domain Adaptation Analysis 468

To investigate the domain adaptation ability of 469

BORT to generalize to some unseen domains, we 470

simulate zero-shot experiments by excluding one 471

domain and training BORT on other domains. As 472

shown in Table 6, the train and taxi domain achieve 473

the highest combined scores because they have 474

a high overlap in ontology with other domains. 475

In addition, BORT and MinTL with an encoder- 476

decoder based pre-trained model achieve signifi- 477

cantly better domain adaptation performance, com- 478

pared with DAMD without pre-trained model and 479

UBAR with a decoder based pre-trained model, 480

which demonstrates the encoder-decoder based pre- 481

trained model have better domain transfer ability. 482

Moreover, our proposed reconstruction strategy 483

could further improve combine scores in the zero- 484

shot domain scenario. 485

Model Attraction Hotel Restaurant Taxi Train

DAMD 28.7 26.9 24.4 52.3 51.4
UBAR 28.3 29.5 23.5 59.5 53.9
MinTL 33.4 37.3 31.5 60.4 77.1
BORT(MinTL) 33.6 38.7 32.0 62.7 85.6

Table 6: Comparison of combined scores in the zero-
shot domain scenario.

4.9 Low Resource Scenario Analysis 486

To better assess the robustness of our proposed 487

BORT, we choose 5%, 10%, 20%, and 30% of train- 488

ing dialog sessions to investigate the performance 489
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Model 5% 10% 20% 30%

Inform Success BLEU Combined Inform Success BLEU Combined Inform Success BLEU Combined Inform Success BLEU Combined

DAMD 49.1 23.7 11.3 47.7 57.6 32.6 12.0 57.1 64.7 45.0 15.3 70.2 64.5 47.3 15.5 71.4
UBAR 35.7 21.2 11.0 39.5 62.4 43.6 12.7 65.7 76.2 58.3 14.1 81.4 81.2 65.4 14.7 88.0
MinTL 55.2 40.9 13.9 62.0 67.7 55.7 15.3 77.0 66.7 57.9 17.3 79.6 74.9 66.5 17.3 88.0
BORT 69.8 45.9 11.0 68.9 74.5 60.6 15.5 83.1 82.1 65.5 14.3 88.1 83.8 69.9 17.2 94.1

Table 7: Comparison of task-oriented dialog systems on the low resource scenarios.

of task-oriented dialog systems in the low resource490

scenario. As shown in Table 7, BORT substantially491

outperforms other systems in these low-resource492

scenarios. This is because error propagation prob-493

lem in the low resource scenario is more serious494

while BORT could effectively alleviate error prop-495

agation problem. Moreover, our proposed BORT496

trained on the 30% dataset performs comparable497

to some baseline systems trained on all dataset as498

shown in Table 1. These further demonstrate that499

our proposed BORT is robust, alleviating poor per-500

formance in low-resource scenario.501

5 Related Work502

End-to-end task-oriented dialog system has at-503

tracted much attention in the dialog community.504

Two stage copynet framework was proposed to es-505

tablish an end-to-end task-oriented dialogue system506

based on a single sequence-to-sequence model (Lei507

et al., 2018). Zhang et al. (2020b) proposed a508

multi-action data augmentation framework to im-509

prove the diversity of dialog responses. Recently,510

large scale language model pre-training has been511

shown to be effective for improving many natu-512

ral language processing tasks(Peters et al., 2018;513

Radford et al., 2018; Devlin et al., 2019). De-514

coder based pre-trained language model such as515

GPT-2 (Radford et al., 2019) was used to improve516

the performance of end-to-end task-oriented dialog517

system (Budzianowski and Vulić, 2019; Hosseini-518

Asl et al., 2020; Peng et al., 2020; Yang et al.,519

2021).The Levenshtein dialog state instead of di-520

alog state was generated to reduce the inference521

latency (Lin et al., 2020). In addition, they used522

encoder-decoder based pre-trained model such as523

T5 (Raffel et al., 2020) and BART (Lewis et al.,524

2020) to establish dialog system. In contrast with525

previous work, in which system response was gen-526

erated, Wu et al. (2020) used encoder based pre-527

trained model such as BERT (Devlin et al., 2019)528

for task-oriented dialogue system, aiming to re-529

trieve the most relative system response from a can-530

didate pool instead of generating system response.531

The chit-chat data was added into task-oriented dia-532

logue system to generate contextually relevant chit-533

chat responses (Sun et al., 2021). Liu et al. (2021) 534

introduced the noisy channel model pre-training to 535

generate better system response. Reinforcement 536

learning could also be used to enable task-oriented 537

dialogue systems to achieve more successful task 538

completion (Lubis et al., 2020; Lee et al., 2020). 539

Tu et al. (2017) proposed encoder-decoder- 540

reconstructor framework for neural machine trans- 541

lation to alleviate over-translation and under- 542

translation problems. Reconstruction strategy was 543

used to moderate dropped pronoun translation prob- 544

lems (Wang et al., 2018). In contrast, we con- 545

sidered the adequacy of semantic representations 546

ranther than natural language sentences to build 547

the reconstruction model. Vincent et al. (2010) 548

proposed denoising autoencoder, in which random 549

noise is added to enhance the robustness of the 550

model, alleviating the overfitting problem of tradi- 551

tional auto-encoder. The denoising auto-encoder 552

strategy was used as the language model to gener- 553

ate more fluent translation candidates for the unsu- 554

pervised neural machine translation (Artetxe et al., 555

2018; Lample et al., 2018; Sun et al., 2019). In 556

addtion, a denoising auto-encoder was used to pre- 557

train sequence-to-sequence models on the large 558

scale corpus (Lewis et al., 2020; Liu et al., 2020). 559

In contrast, we proposed denoising reconstruction 560

mechanism to alleviate error propagation problem 561

along the multi-turn conversation flow. 562

6 Conclusion 563

In this paper, we have proposed back and denoising 564

reconstruction strategies for the end-to-end task- 565

oriented dialog system. Back reconstruction strat- 566

egy has been proposed to mitigate the generation of 567

inaccurate dialog state, achieving better task com- 568

pletion of task-oriented dialog system. Denoising 569

reconstruction has been used to train a robust task- 570

oriented dialog system, further alleviating error 571

propagation problem. Moverover, user utterance 572

delexicalization has been first introduced to im- 573

prove task completion. Our extensive experiments 574

and analysis demonstrate the effectiveness of our 575

proposed strategies, achieving state-of-the-art per- 576

formance on MultiWOZ 2.0 and CamRest676. 577
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A Appendix832

A.1 Model Settings833

For MinTL backbone, we use pre-trained T5-834

small (Raffel et al., 2020) to initialize the dialog835

system, based on HuggingFace Transformers li-836

brary (Wolf et al., 2020). There are 6 layers for837

the encoder and the decoder. The dimension of838

hidden layers is set to 512 and the head of atten-839

tion is 8. The batch size is set to 96. The AdamW840

optimizer (Loshchilov and Hutter, 2019) is used to841

optimize the model parameters. The learning rate842

is 0.0025, and the learning rate decay is 0.8. For843

DAMD backbone, we use one layer bi-directional844

GRU for the encoder and the decoder. The dimen-845

sion of hidden layers is set to 100. The batch size is846

128. The AdamW optimizer (Loshchilov and Hut-847

ter, 2019) is used to optimize the model parameters848

and the learning rate is 0.005.849

For inference of dialog state tracking, generated850

previous dialog state, oracle previous system re-851

sponse, and current user utterance are used as the852

dialog context to generate the current Levenshtein853

dialog state. For inference of response generation,854

motivated by Yang et al. (2021), we use generated855

previous system response, instead of oracle previ-856

ous system response to generate the current system857

response in order to maintain coherence throughout858

the whole dialog session, achieving better perfor-859

mance.860

A.2 Hyper-parameter Analysis861

In Figure 3, we empirically investigate how the862

hyper-paramters in Eq. 9 affects the dialog perfor-863

mance on the MultiWOZ 2.0 validation set. The864

selection of hyper-paramters λ1 and λ2 influence865

the role of the LBR and LDR across the entire866

end-to-end task-oriented dialog training process.867

Larger values of λ1 or λ2 cause the LBR or LDR868

to play a more important role than the original869

task-oriented dialog loss terms. The smaller the870

value of λ1 or λ2, the less important are the LBR871

or LDR. As the Figure 3 shows, λ1 ranging from872

0.01 to 0.5 nearly all enhanced task-oriented dia-873

log performance and when λ2 is larger than 0.3,874

the performance would underperform the baseline875

system. When λ1 = 0.05 and λ2 = 0.03, our pro-876

posed BORT achieved the best performance on the877

validation set.878

In addition, the influence of noise type and noise879

proportion on the performance of our proposed880

BORT on the MultiWOZ 2.0 validation set is em-881
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Figure 3: BORT(MinTL) performance (combined
score) with different levels of hyper-parameters on the
MultiWOZ 2.0 validation set.

pirically investigated, as shown in Figure 4. Both 882

of the deletion and masking noise strategies could 883

improve the dialog performance. In particular, the 884

combination of them was further better than both of 885

them. This demonstrates that both noise strategies 886

can complement each other to further improve the 887

dialog performance. As shown in Figure 4, when 888

the noise proportion is 0.15, our proposed BORT 889

achieved the best performance on the validation 890

set. 891
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Figure 4: BORT(MinTL) performance (combined
score) with different levels of noise type and noise pro-
portion on the MultiWOZ 2.0 validation set.

A.3 Ablation Study 892

Moreover, we further investigate the performance 893

of the different component of two proposed re- 894

construction strategies, respectively. As shown 895

in Table 8, encoder-decoder-reconstructor mod- 896

ule for back reconstruction strategy significantly 897

outperforms encoder-reconstructor module by 2.2 898
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combined scores because dialog state decoder899

could achieve more dialog context information for900

encoder-decoder-reconstructor. In addition, regard-901

ing to two denoising reconstruction modules, di-902

alog state denoising and response denoising have903

achieved similar performance. These two modules904

could improve the antinoise capability of the task-905

oriented dialog system.

Model Inform Success BLEU Combined

Back reconstruction 92.9 84.0 18.8 107.3
w/o enc-rec 92.2 83.5 19.0 106.9
w/o enc-dec-rec 92.1 81.2 18.0 104.7

Denoising reconstruction 92.0 84.4 18.1 106.3
w/o dialog state denoising 91.7 83.0 17.9 105.3
w/o response denoising 92.8 81.2 18.6 105.6

Table 8: The performance of the different component
of two proposed reconstruction strategies. enc-dec de-
notes encoder-reconstructor module, enc-dec-rec de-
notes encoder-decoder-reconstructor module.

906

A.4 Dialog State Tracking907

Table 9 reports the dialog state tracking perfor-908

mance of the end-to-end task-oriented dialog sys-909

tems on MultiWOZ 2.0. Our proposed BORT sig-910

nificantly outperforms MinTL (Lin et al., 2020) that911

used the same pre-trained T5-small model by 2.8912

points, achieving 54.0 joint goal accuracy. More-913

over, BORT achieves the highest joint goal accu-914

racy among the end-to-end task-oriented dialog sys-915

tems. This indicates that our proposed reconstruc-916

tion strategies could improve dialog state learning917

ability.

Model Joint Accuracy

MinTL-T5-small (Lin et al., 2020) 51.2
SUMBT+LaRL (Lee et al., 2020) 51.5
MinTL-BART (Lin et al., 2020) 52.1
UBAR (Yang et al., 2021) 52.6
SOLOIST (Peng et al., 2020) 53.2
BORT(MinTL) 54.0

Table 9: The dialog state tracking performance of end-
to-end task-oriented dialog systems on MultiWOZ 2.0.

918

A.5 More examples919

Figures 5 - 9 show several examples generated by920

MinTL and BORT, respectively. As shown in Fig-921

ure 5, MinTL generates the inadequate dialog state,922

which may provide the hotel without internet. Our923

proposed BORT reconstructs the generated dialog924

state back to the original input context to ensure the925

information in the input side is completely trans- 926

formed to the output side to achieve more adequate 927

dialog state via back reconstruction strategy. Figure 928

6 shows that our proposed BORT generated the cor- 929

rect slot value ’european’ rather than the corrupted 930

one ’europeon’ from the corrupted dialog context, 931

indicating the robustness of denoising reconstruc- 932

tion strategy. As shown in Figures 7 - 9, MinTL 933

generates the inaccurate dialog state, leading to the 934

inaccurate response. The results are consistent with 935

our opinion that the generated dialog state, which 936

is crucial for the task completion of task-oriented 937

dialog system, has been always inaccurate across 938

the training of the end-to-end task-oriented dialog 939

system. Moreover, Figure 9 shows that MinTL 940

faces the problem of error propagation from both 941

previously generated inaccurate dialog states and 942

responses. Our proposed BORT can alleviate these 943

issues via reconstruction strategies, further demon- 944

strating the effectiveness of BORT. 945

.
hello there ! could you help me find a hotel ? i am 
looking for 1 that has free parking and is expensive .

.
here is a [hotel_choice] of hotels with free 
parking and are [hotel_price] .

User

……

Golden Dialog State

Golden Response

.

i did not receive any list of hotels . can 
you just pick 1 for me , a hotel with free 
parking and wifi that is upscale please .

User

.
hotel_parking=yes  hotel_internet=yes
hotel_pricerange=expensive

.

we have the [hotel_name] . it is located in 
[hotel_area] and has wifi and parking . 
would you like me to book that for you ?

Golden Dialog State

Golden Response

MinTL Dialog State

MinTL Response

BORT Dialog State

BORT Response

.
i have [hotel_choice] [hotel_type] with free 
parking . do you have a price range in mind ?

hotel_parking=yes  hotel_internet=yes
hotel_pricerange=expensive

MinTL Dialog State

MinTL Response

.

.
there are [hotel_choice] [hotel_type] that meet your 
criteria . do you have a preference for area ?

hotel_parking=yes
hotel_pricerange=expensive

.
i have [hotel_choice] options for you . do you have 
a preference on area ?

BORT Dialog State

BORT Response

.
[hotel_name] is a nice place . it is in the [hotel_area] . 
would you like me to book it for you ?

hotel_parking=yes
hotel_pricerange=expensive

hotel_parking=yes
hotel_pricerange=expensive

.
hotel_parking=yes
hotel_pricerange=expensive

Figure 5: An example of the task-oriented dialog sys-
tems in dialog session MUL1139.
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.
i am looking for a europeon
restaurant in the west of cambridge .

.restaurant_food=european restaurant_area=west

.
ok , i found the [restaurant_name] . would 
you like to make a reservation ?

User

……

Golden Dialog State

Golden Response

MinTL Dialog State

MinTL Response.

i am sorry , there are no [restaurant_food] 
restaurants in the [restaurant_area] . would 
you like to try a different type of food ?

.restaurant_food=european restaurant_area=west

.

[restaurant_name] is a [restaurant_food] 
restaurant in the [restaurant_area] . would you 
like their phone number ?"

BORT Dialog State

BORT Response

restaurant_food=europeon restaurant_area=west

Figure 6: An example of the task-oriented dialog sys-
tems in dialog session PMUL0095.

.
i  am also looking for a cheap hotel to crash 
in . can you find 1 for me ?

.hotel_pricerange=cheap hotel_type=hotel

.

there is [hotel_choice] [hotel_price] [hotel_type] 
in town , [hotel_name] , located in the 
[hotel_area] . do you need to book a room ?

User

……

Golden Dialog State

……

Golden Response

.does it have a star of 3 ?User

.hotel_pricerange=cheap hotel_type=hotel

.no it has [hotel_stars] star rating .

Golden Dialog State

Golden Response

.
do you have any expensive 
hotels with a 3 star rating ?User

.hotel_pricerange=expensive hotel_type=hotel hotel_stars=3

.

i have [hotel_choice] different [hotel_type] for you , 
[hotel_choice] have free wifi and free parking , would 
you prefer the [hotel_area] or the [hotel_area] ?

Golden Dialog State

BORT Response

.hotel_pricerange=cheap

.
i am sorry , there are no [hotel_type] that meet your criteria . 
would you like to try a different area or price range ?

.hotel_pricerange=expensive hotel_type=hotel hotel_stars=3

.
[hotel_name] is a [hotel_stars] star hotel . 
would you like me to book it for you ?

MinTL Dialog State

MinTL Response

Golden Response

BORT Dialog State

MinTL Dialog State

MinTL Response

BORT Dialog State

BORT Response

.yes it does . would you like me to book it for you ?

.hotel_pricerange=cheap hotel_type=hotel hotel_stars=3

.hotel_pricerange=cheap

.
[hotel_name] is a [hotel_stars] star [hotel_type] in the 
[hotel_area] . would you like me to book it for you ?

MinTL Dialog State

MinTL Response

.hotel_pricerange=cheap

.
i have [hotel_choice] [hotel_type] that meet your 
criteria . do you have a preference for area ?

.hotel_pricerange=cheap

.
i have [hotel_choice] [hotel_type] in the [hotel_price] price 
range . do you have a particular area you would like to be in ?

BORT Dialog State

BORT Response

Figure 7: An example of the task-oriented dialog sys-
tems in dialog session PMUL3868.

.
i need to find a restaurant that serves weish
food in the centre of town please .

.restaurant_food=welsh restaurant_area=centre

.

i am sorry , but there are no restaurants that 
match your criteria . would you like to broaden 
your search ?

User

……

Golden Dialog State

Golden Response

.
yes , are there any weish restaurants in the 
cheap price range that are in north cambridge ?

User

.restaurant_food=welsh restaurant_area=north

.
i am sorry , but there are no [restaurant_food] 
restaurants in [restaurant_area] .

Golden Dialog State

Golden Response

.

can you change my food preference to 
chinese then ? i still want to be in the 
cheap range and center of town .

User

.
restaurant_food=chinese restaurant_area=centre
restaurant_pricerange=cheap

.

i found 3 options for you : [restaurant_name] 
at [restaurant_address] , [restaurant_name] at 
[restaurant_address] , and [restaurant_name] 
at [restaurant_address]

Golden Dialog State

BORT Response

.
restaurant_food=welsh restaurant_area=north
restaurant_pricerange=cheap

.

i am sorry , but there are no [restaurant_food] 
restaurants in the [restaurant_area] . would you 
like to try a different type of food ?

.

i have [restaurant_choice] [restaurant_food] 
restaurants in the [restaurant_area] . i
recommend [restaurant_name] . would you 
like me to book a table for you ?

MinTL Dialog State

MinTL Response

Golden Response

BORT Dialog State

MinTL Dialog State

MinTL Response

BORT Dialog State

BORT Response

.

i am sorry , there are no [restaurant_food] 
restaurants in the [restaurant_area] . would 
you like to try a different type of food ?

restaurant_food=welsh restaurant_area=north
restaurant_pricerange=cheap

MinTL Dialog State

MinTL Response

.

.

i am sorry , there are no restaurants that serve 
[restaurant_food] food in the [restaurant_area] . 
would you like to try a different area or food type ?

.restaurant_food=welsh restaurant_area=centre

.

i am sorry , there are no [restaurant_food] 
restaurants in the [restaurant_area] . would you 
like to try a different type of food ?

BORT Dialog State

BORT Response

restaurant_food=welsh restaurant_area=centre

.

i am sorry , there are no [restaurant_food] 
restaurants in the [restaurant_area] . would you 
like to try a different type of food ?

.
restaurant_food=chinese restaurant_area=north
restaurant_pricerange=cheap

restaurant_food=chinese restaurant_area=centre
restaurant_pricerange=cheap

Figure 8: An example of the task-oriented dialog sys-
tems in dialog session MUL0286.
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.
i am looking for a place to eat that is expensive 
and serves afternoon tea . can you help me ?

.
i am sorry , there are no restaurants like that 
[restaurant_area] unfortunately .

User

……

Golden Dialog State

Golden Response

.how about an expensive indian restaurant ?User

.
restaurant_food=indian
restaurant_pricerange=expensive

.
i have [restaurant_choice] matches , do you 
have a location preference ?

Golden Dialog State

Golden Response

.

no particular part of town , i would 
appreciate a reccomendation . can you 
make reservations for me ?

User

.

i would recommend [restaurant_name] on the 
[restaurant_area] . how many people are in your 
group and when do you need the reservation for ?

Golden Dialog State

BORT Response

.
i am sorry , but there are no matches . would 
you like to try another type of food ?

MinTL Dialog State

MinTL Response

Golden Response

BORT Dialog State

MinTL Dialog State

MinTL Response

BORT Dialog State

BORT Response

.

there are no [restaurant_food] restaurants in 
the [restaurant_area] . would you like to try 
a different type of food ?

restaurant_food=indian
restaurant_pricerange=expensive

MinTL Dialog State

MinTL Response

.

.
i am sorry , there are no restaurants that meet your 
criteria . would you like to try a different type of food ?

restaurant_food=afternoon tea
restaurant_pricerange=expensive

.

i am sorry , there are no results for an 
[restaurant_price] [restaurant_food] restaurant . 
would you like to try a different type of food ?

BORT Dialog State

BORT Response

.

there are [restaurant_choice] [restaurant_price] 
[restaurant_food] restaurants in the [restaurant_area] . 
do you have a preference on area ?

i would recommend [restaurant_name] . would 
you like me to make a reservation for you ?

restaurant_food=afternoon tea
restaurant_pricerange=expensive

restaurant_food=afternoon tea
restaurant_pricerange=expensive

.
restaurant_food=afternoon tea
restaurant_pricerange=expensive

.
restaurant_food=indian
restaurant_pricerange=expensive

.
restaurant_food=afternoon tea
restaurant_pricerange=expensive

restaurant_food=indian
restaurant_pricerange=expensive

Figure 9: An example of the task-oriented dialog sys-
tems in dialog session PMUL3875.
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